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A reputation for excellence, integrity and support

Since 1987, Pebble Technology International® (PTI) has been a driving force in the transformation of the pool

building and remodeling industry. PTI maintains its leading position with an unwavering reputation for high

quality products, outstanding customer support and dedicated sales and technical teams. With over 25

years of history, it is no surprise that the brand is recognized by so many.

With our expansive color selection, offered in 4 distinctive textures, our finishes allow you to achieve a

wide range of water color tones. Further customize your finish by adding one of our many pool finish

enhancements or incorporate unique glass tiles from our Finishing Touches® Tile Collection.

With Pebble Technology products, you can truly

create a beautiful outdoor environment.
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Black Galaxy Sapphire Galaxy

Grigio

Emerald Galaxy

Egyptian Sands Fresca Verde

Cielo Blue Classico

Acquos

Black Canyon

Tahoe Blue

Jade

Black Marble

Caribbean Blue

Creme de Menthe

Midnight Blue

Blue Lagoon

Moonlight Grey

Emerald Bay

White Pearl Soft White

Tropical Breeze

Sandy Beach

Sky Blue

Black Pearl

Steel Grey

Bella Blue

Made from our smallest natural
pebbles, PebbleFina® delivers
the smoothest aggregate finish
available. This exclusive product
line is enriched with additives
that provide superior strength
and long-lasting durability over
a traditional pool finish.

n Offers the smoothest texture
in our product offering

n Our unique technology
provides increased density
and resistance to etching
caused by fluctuations in
water chemistry

n Certain colors incorporate
Shimmering Sea and
Stardust for added
elegance and sparkle

The ORIGINAL aggregate pool
finish that delivers enduring
elegance and durability. It is a
perfect choice for those desiring
a more natural environment for
their pool or spa.

n An earthy textured finish
comprised of the largest
pebbles in our product
offering

n Offers a durable, non-slip
and stain-resistant surface

n For dazzling brilliance,
add Shimmering Sea
or Luminous to any
PebbleTec® pool finish

n Certain colors incorporate
Shimmering Sea for
added elegance

A unique blend of nature’s
most brilliant minerals that
sparkle and produce a
reflective mirrored effect
on the water’s surface.
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Black Onyx

Blue Granite

Ocean Blue Turtle Bay Prism Blue

Slate Blue Aqua Blue Bordeaux

Desert Gold Seafoam Green Irish Mist French Grey

White Diamonds Cool Blue Arctic White

Blue Surf

Sierra Black
Our most popular pool finish
offering the same natural beauty
and inherent qualities as the
original PebbleTec pool finish
with a more refined texture.

n Utilizes slightly smaller pebbles
than those found in PebbleTec

n Offers a durable, non-slip and
stain-resistant surface

n For dazzling brilliance, add
Shimmering Sea or Luminous
to any PebbleSheen®

pool finish

n Certain colors incorporate
Shimmering Sea   for
added elegance

Photo above: PebbleSheen, Blue Granite
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An elegant glass bead pool finish that
offers a three-dimensional reflective
effect. Its exquisite brilliance creates
a crystal-like appearance in the water
with superior water clarity.

n Comprised of smooth
glass beads

n Offers a luxurious texture
with an exceptional stain-
resistant surface

Photo: BeadCrete, Tahitian

French Quarter

Black Splash

Aqua Marine Laguna

Sea Breeze

Black Sea

Blue Mist

Seaside

Majestic

Sapphire

Aqua Splash

Tahitian

Water Blue
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Aegean Sea Red River

Terra

Steel Blue

Peacock

BronzeSteel Blue Silverado

Glass Accent Tile

Jeweled Glass Accent Tile

Sold as a mixed assortment only

Fire Opal® Frosted Glass Accent Tile

Aqua Bliss

Glass Waterline Tile

A boutique offering of unique
waterline and accent tiles that provide
a variety of options for personalizing
your pool design.

Premium Collection

Glass Waterline Tile
n Patterns display both smooth

and textured tiles

n Offers a combination of solid,
transparent and metallic colors

n Superior glass clarity

n Edges and corners have a
smooth finish

n Available in running bond
pattern (6” x 12” x 1/4” sheets).
Individual tiles are 1” x 2” x 1/4”

Glass Accent Tile
n Use for field tiles, step or

bench markers

n Tiles are reversible; one side is
smooth with a transparent color
the other side is lightly textured
with a metallic finish. Sold
individually

n Edges and corners have a
smooth finish

n Tiles are 2” x 2” x 3/8”

Gemz® Collection
n Use for field tiles, step or

bench markers

n Fire Opal® tiles are smooth
frosted glass with a textured
neon metallic background and
beveled edges

n Jeweled tiles are translucent
glass with a vibrant metal oxide
background fused with streaks
of color with smooth edges and
corners. Sold individually

n Tiles are 2” x 2” x 3/8”
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Pool Finish Enhancements

A colorful and iridescent glass
bead blend that when combined
with a natural pool finish offers
a glistening effect in the water.
This unique enhancement is
offered in three alluring blends;
Blue, Emerald and Jade.

An organic combination of cultivated
abalone and mother of pearl shells that
offers a subtle spectrum of color on
the water’s surface. Shimmering Sea
is included in many of the PebbleFina
finishes. It can also be added to any
PebbleTec or PebbleSheen pool finish.

Blue Blend Emerald Blend Jade Blend

A popular mineral with a bronzed
metallic luster that mimics gold.
When placed in a PebbleTec or
PebbleSheen pool finish, these little
treasures shine beautifully in the sun.

Shown in PebbleSheen White Diamonds

Photo: PebbleSheen, Desert Gold

Shown in PebbleTec Black Marble

Shown in PebbleFina Black Galaxy
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Enjoy peace of mind

We offer the most comprehensive protection
plan in the industry. This includes start-up
procedures as well as ongoing care and
maintenance guidelines to help preserve
the aesthetic beauty of your pool finish.
Homeowners can have the comfort in
knowing they are covered by our dedicated
and experienced team of experts.

Reignite outdoor living with fire and water
features that compliment any outdoor living
space. Visit pebbletec.com/fireandwater
to see the full product offering.

Distinguished and Exceptional – Insist on Pebble Technology

The World’s Only 5-Star Finish
	 H Premium products

	 H Unparalleled customer support

	 H Only installed by PTI authorized applicators

	 H Dedicated quality control and R&D teams

	 H The most comprehensive protection plan

To learn more, visit pebbletec.com/5starfinish

Get inspired

The World’s Greatest Pools program
showcases some of the most beautiful
outdoor living environments utilizing
our pool finishes. To admire this
greatness in pool building and design
visit worldsgreatestpools.com,
or explore our photo galleries on
pebbletec.com, Facebook, Houzz, Zillow Digs and Pinterest.

Visualize your pool water color

Download our water color
viewing tool at pebbletec.com.
This app allows you to see our
pool finishes at four different
depths giving you an indicator
of how the shades deepen
within the pool.

Quality, start to finish

From our premium products and inspirational tools, to custom
pool designs and quality installations, our network of certified
builders and authorized applicators help you achieve every
detail of your pool.

Photo: PebbleFina, Sapphire Galaxy

US Headquarters
15540 North 77th Street
Scottsdale, AZ 85260
800.937.5058

Connect with us
pebbletec.com
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